The SocialFare in the VVW at a glance (Verkehrsverbund Warnow)

Travelling around Rostock at discounted rates with the WarnowPass tickets

Adjusting the VVW fare as of 1/10/2022, the VVW launched the **WarnowPass tickets**. These are available both as single or day ticket and as weekly or monthly ticket.

**Scope of application:** the WarnowPass tickets are valid on all means of public transport (regional train, urban-suburban rail, tram, city and regional bus, Warnow ferries) within the Rostock fare zone (= Hanseatic and University City of Rostock city area).

**Price overview:**
- **WarnowPass single ticket** EUR 1.90
- **WarnowPass day ticket** EUR 4.20
- **WarnowPass weekly ticket** EUR 17.80
- **WarnowPass monthly ticket** EUR 50.30

**Eligible persons:** WarnowPass tickets may be used by any persons having a valid WarnowPass with a “SozT” note of the Hanseatic and University City of Rostock.

The WarnowPass is issued by the Hanseatic and University City of Rostock (Hanse-Jobcenter or Office for Youth, Social Affairs and Asylum). Proof that you receive welfare benefits on the basis of the SGB [Social Security Code] II (unemployment benefit II) from the Job Centre, or benefits on the basis of the SGB XII (welfare) or the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act from the Office for Social Security is required.

**Travelling with other persons:** any person having the **WarnowPass monthly ticket** is entitled to travel with 1 adult and 2 children aged under 15 or 3 children aged under 15, Mo-Fr from 19:00 PM to 3:00 AM and on weekends and public holidays as well as all day on the 24th and 31st day of December.

**Travelling with bicycle or dogs:** in this case, bicycle tickets of the standard fare (bicycle ticket: EUR 1.80, bicycle day ticket: EUR 4.00, bicycle monthly ticket: EUR 11.00) are to be used.

**Transferability:** no

The MIRROR WarnowTicket for all of the VVW network

By providing the **MIRROR WarnowTicket**, the Warnow Transport Association as well as the Hanseatic and University City of Rostock and the Rostock administrative district jointly offer the social fare for the overall VVW network, even as a subscription.

**Scope of application:** the **MIRROR WarnowTicket** is valid on all means of public transport (regional train, urban-suburban rail, tram, city and regional bus, Warnow ferries) within the overall VVW network (= Hanseatic and University City and administrative district of Rostock). Any use for the means of transport of the “Molli” Meckl. Spa Railway is excluded.

**Price:** the **MIRROR-WarnowTicket** costs EUR 30.42 per month.
**Additional booking:** any travelling with bicycles or dogs in the overall VVW network is possible for an additional EUR 10 per month, for the Rostock zone for only EUR 5 per month.

**Application:** any application for the MIRROR-WarnowTicket may be filed with the RSAG or rebus GmbH customer centres or online. The ticket subscription application may also be downloaded here or under downloads printed out and sent by mail to the VVW Subscription Centre or dropped off in a customer centre. Subject to the application having been received by the VVW Subscription Centre by the 23rd day of the preceding month beforehand, the ticket is always valid as from the first day of the month. The valid WarnowPass (or a copy of it) must be uploaded or sent as proof as well.

**Eligible persons:** the subscription to the MIRROR WarnowTicket may be used by any persons having either a valid WarnowPass with a “SozT” note of the Hanseatic and University City of Rostock or a valid WarnowPass of the Rostock administrative district.

The Warnow Pass is issued by the Hanseatic and University City of Rostock (Hanse Job Centre or the Office for Youth, Social Affairs and Asylum) and/or by the District of Rostock (Job Centre or Office for Social Security). Proof that you receive welfare benefits on the basis of the SGB [Social Security Code] II (unemployment benefit II) from the Job Centre, or benefits on the basis of the SGB XII (welfare) or the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act from the Office for Social Security is required.

**Term:** the subscription has a term of 6 months, with the possibility of renewal. The promotional period for the ticket ends on 31 December 2024.

**Travelling with other persons:** any person is entitled to travel with 1 adult and 2 children aged under 15 or 3 children aged under 15, Mo-Fr from 19:00 PM to 3:00 AM and on weekends and public holidays as well as all day on the 24th and 31st day of December.

**Transferability:** no